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CADE PRIME is a survival-action puzzle platform game following a cyborg cop
named CADE PRIME, whose memory core was stolen by the Neuro-ruthers. He
can send data from his brain to his Android shell and his environment, for example
by building platforms above water bodies or shooting those that were there before.
If you touch a lake, the platform will rise and then you can cross it. There are
several different worlds, each with their own story and challenge. Each Level gets
more challenging, featuring various sub-levels with new objects. After finishing
each Level you will have the opportunity to progress further in the game,
unlocking access to a new World. The World BONUS provides you two new
levels to complete. The player has to be careful: The Archor Games are
maliciously created viruses in the form of video game developers and are "run" by
a power-hungry AI. If you touch a screen or walk into a wall, it will be destroyed
and you will have to start all over again at the beginning of the level. You can save
your game when you need, on any platforms or services you want. *** World 1
Bonus level *** A DARKER ENVIRONMENT. You will be on a dystopian
landscape with giant flesh-eating robots and other terrifying creatures. You are
trying to reach an exit, but in your way you will find deadly traps and enemies.
The level requires you to solve several puzzles and, in the end, you will need to
avoid a large flesh-eating robot that will eat you. If You touch a wall, it will be
destroyed and you will have to start all over again at the beginning of the level. A
world even darker than the previous one! *** World 2 Bonus level *** A
TEENAGE BREAKTHROUGH You are the young genius who invented an anti-
gravity platform, meant to help you cut through the garbage underground. Your
invention was stolen from You by a mad scientist. Now You must take revenge.
The Architect is a clone of the main character designed to become a living anti-
gravity creation of sorts. His anti-gravity power is shown by his small black
antennae on his head that emit an anti-gravity field. He has special laser-eyes that
allow him to detect and avoid objects. After finishing the Level you will have the
opportunity to
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Features Key:
Play the Game
Experience the story
Discover the truth of your existence

Ethiopia's daughter, a blue-eyed, red-haired foreigner named Nefia extends her hand – pale skin in touch
with her hand against Africa's dark skin – taking her life in her hands. It's a sight most Ethiopians never see,
an invitation to a holy day: Atseb, the holy day of the Ethiopian church that celebrates the boy Jesus. From
her mother's family, it was her responsibility to bring Atseb and hope to her village. As a foreigner, her
parents told her not to go. For…Click here to pre-order I Am - a story of awakening on Amazon!

The Angel of Dreams

The angel of dreams. He is often distant, not a friend but helping the dreamer, sleepless a torch to
illuminate the unknown mazelot of every sleep. He was comforting the woman when she lost her faith.
Thus the woman was able to pass the border between the land of her dream and he, who remained behind,
revealed the truth of her existence. The angel of dreams appears as a woman from the inner world in the
shape of a blue-eyed, red-haired foreigner named Nefia.

Her father, high chief Asperos, wanted her to stay home in Ethiopia. She obeyed her mother, who
convinced her father that a traditional foreign attempt would not go very well. Asperos knew his daughter
well. She had been born with a blue eye, a trait that had in her blood through their clan in the distant past,
and was considered a very good omen and very different from the black eye of Black
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